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President’s Message
Dear WiNners
Even during my vacation in Siberia at Lake Baikal I am committed to WiN 😊.
Although internet connection is poor, messages came through and I could note
many new WiN Global applicants; a warm welcome to all of them. I hope that
they benefit from WiN networking and make new friends and have access to
new opportunities.
During the last WiN General Conference in Madrid the Executives decided that
we should update our website and tasked me to implement this. For years the
website was generously hosted, administered and well maintained by WNA.
WiN is grateful for this extraordinary support. However, the site looks dated and
the software used is now obsolete creating problems with uploading content. It
was therefore decided to build and maintain ourselves a new WiN Global
website. Necessary funds are available and SeMoon Park’s son who developed
the original site, is ready to take charge. However we need an IT proficient to
work with him - I call on volunteers to support our efforts, especially in the longterm maintenance.
The World Nuclear Association Symposium and the IAEA General Conference
have recently taken place, and I hope that some WiNners were able to attend
one or the other. As usual WiN was presented with a booth at both events and
involved in interesting side events. The next Executive and Board meeting is
planned for 2nd October and will be combined with a visit to the new NPP under
construction at Hinkley Point C in Somerset, UK. We are grateful to WiN UK
President Jack Gritt for organising this opportunity
I wish you all a wonderful rest of the summer and a beautiful Indian summer
Gabi

Dr Gabi Voigt
President WiN Global
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Editorial Team
Gabrielle Flannery
Richard Petrie
------------------------

Special thanks to all the contributors to WiNFO Issue No.
60. If you wish to send news from your Chapter for the
December issue please email your contribution to:
winadmin@world-nuclear.org by November 20th.

Editor Director
Gabi Voigt
------------------------

Please send in Word format with jpeg pictures.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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INDUSTRY NEWS
In Memoriam: IAEA pays tribute to Yukiya Amano
At a memorial service held at the Vienna headquarters of the International Atomic Energy
Agency dignitaries, diplomats and colleagues paid tribute to the late Yukiya Amano, its
Director General since 2009, who passed away in August. The following is the text of an
IAEA statement about the service.

T
The memorial ceremony for the late Director General Yukiya Amano (Image: K Nikolic/IAEA)

The IAEA mourns the loss of a great leader, said Cornel Feruta, IAEA Acting Director
General, who has worked as Chief Coordinator in the Director General's Office for
Coordination since 2013. He spoke of the late Director General's integrity, judgement and
analytical mind and singled out three of his achievements: leading international response
in the aftermath of the nuclear accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, the
modernisation of the IAEA's nuclear applications laboratories near Vienna and the
increased international confidence in the credibility and impartiality of IAEA nuclear
safeguards achieved during his tenure.
"The IAEA will honour his legacy in the way he would have wished - by remaining an
organisation of excellence that contributes in a very concrete way to international peace
and security, and to the wellbeing and prosperity of the world," Feruta said.
Leena Al-Hadid, Chair of the IAEA's Board of Governors and Jordan's permanent
representative to the United Nations in Vienna, spoke of Mr Amano's commitment to
advance the use of nuclear technology for development. "He firmly believed that the
benefits of nuclear power should not be limited to developed countries," she said. "Director
General Amano changed the motto of the Agency to 'Atoms for Peace and Development'
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to better reflect the contribution of the IAEA in assisting countries in the peaceful use of
nuclear technology for their development. This motto will always remind us of him."
She spoke of Mr Amano's major achievements in nuclear safeguards, safety and nuclear
security, underlining the role of the late director general in raising awareness about the
importance of nuclear security and facilitating the development of legal instruments to
strengthen nuclear security around the globe.
She added: "At the special Board meeting last month, Member States were united in
paying tribute to his great diplomatic skill, his professionalism, his determination to deliver
the best possible service to Member States - and his personal warmth and charm."
Alexander Schallenberg, Austria's minister of foreign affairs, spoke of the role Mr Amano
played in the negotiation of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty and the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action, an agreement signed in 2015 between world powers and
Iran. "Austria mourns the loss of a dear friend and will remember Director General Yukiya
Amano as an outstanding person," he said.
Yury Fedotov, Director General of the United Nations Office in Vienna, highlighted Mr
Amano's contribution to world peace. "In leading the International Atomic Energy Agency,
Director General Amano did his duty with exemplary determination," he said. "We will
remember him for his service and his dedication to strengthening international cooperation
so that peace could prevail."
Mitsuru Kitano, permanent representative of Japan to International Organisations in
Vienna, addressed Mr Amano in his statement. "You were truly a visionary leader; you
provided a vision and put it into practice," he said. "You have worked to make nuclear
technology accessible to people around the world. This has changed the life of many."
He praised Mr Amano's skills as a diplomat and consensus builder. "During your tenure,
cooperation replaced confrontation and governments with different views worked
together."
President of the IAEA Staff Council Imed Zabaar underlined Mr Amano's endeavour for
quality. "If something had to be done, it had to be done right - and to the best of one's
ability," he said, adding that a respectful work environment was a key legacy of the late
director general. "Many of us can bear testimony to the culture of dialogue and respect that
he promoted throughout the Agency. He was our staunchest advocate."
At the end of the ceremony, Mr Feruta presented Mr Amano's wife with a replica of the
emblem of the IAEA - the original of which decorates the office of the Director General.
Source: WNN 22.08.2019
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WiN GLOBAL NEWS
WiN Governance
Following 4 years of service, 2020 sees the end of Gabi Voigt’s term as WiN Global
President, together with her Vice President Heather Kleb. We will therefore be inviting
nominations for the role of President and Vice Presidents early next year. In addition, 3
members of the Executive finish their terms, and we will need to replace them, continuing
our commitment to ensuring a good geographical representation on the Executive
Committee. Those leaving are:




Yoko Kobayashi – WiN Japan
Jack Gritt – WiN UK
Susan Korn – US WiN

An Election Committee was established at the recent Exec/Board meeting in Madrid, and
they will oversee the election process. Please refer to the WiN Global Rules and
Procedures www.win-global.org for further information.
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CHAPTER NEWS
WiN Brazil
Brazilian WiNners Throughout the World
WiN Brazil was well represented in the 27th Women in Nuclear Global Annual ConferenceSpain with 4 female professionals in attendance and 5 scientific works featured in the
poster session. Stimulated by the event and eager to advance the Women in Nuclear
objectives in Brazil, the National Chapter is reorganizing itself by getting to know in depth
its members (distributed all over the country), developing strategies aimed at more
effective communication as well as initiatives such as mentoring and the encouragement
of youngsters and females into nuclear science.

WiNners Danila Dias, Nélida Del Mastro and Jaqueline Calábria representing
Brazil

A Brazilian WiNner and President of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management –
UFRJ/Brazilian Chapter, Beatriz Machado, has brought her expertise to the international
events WINS Alumni Network and International Nuclear Security Education Network
(INSEN) (both in July, Vienna) where she made valuable contributions by working with
other professionals to establish annual actions that will improve Nuclear Security
education in learning institutions.
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WiNner Beatriz Machado at the 2019 WINS Alumni Network Meeting

On July 2019 the 1st Workshop on Radiology – aimed at future workers in the nuclear field
– took place in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Chaired by a Brazilian WiNner and officially
supported by the Brazilian Society of Radiological Protection, the event addressed several
topics from medical and industrial fields, counting on the presence of several
specialists/lecturers in radiotherapy, nuclear medicine, radiopharmacy, industrial radiology
and radiological protection. The expert lecture entitled “Radiological Protection Special
Cares on Radiopharmacy” was given by a Brazilian WiNner who views the event as “a
great opportunity to encourage other people to be a part of this beautiful field”.

WiNner Camila Lima – radiology professional and chair of the Workshop held in Rio de Janeiro

Finally, Brazilian Women in the Nuclear Field has become the theme of an academic
dissertation in progress developed by a WiNner and master’s degree student from the
Economic Development Program at Universidade Federal do Paraná. Camila Faiçal is
surveying female professionals of nuclear physics in the country – through qualitative
research – while making the case of their intrinsically entrepreneurial and
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pioneering presence
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female empowerment
the end of 2019.
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in the field.
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The author
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study is to be concluded by
welcomes discussions and
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camifcruz@gmail.com

WiNner Luciana Carvalheira – researcher and lecturer at the Workshop on Radiology

WiN Bulgaria
Preparing Specialists for Nuclear Energy
On 01.08.2019 a working meeting was held at the Power Engineers' Cultural Centre,
dedicated to the provision of specialists for nuclear energy by the vocational school and
high schools in Bulgaria. Representatives of WiN Bulgaria took part in the meeting,
together with senior managers and experts
from the Ministry of Education and Culture,
representatives
of
the
Regional
Inspectorates of MEC in Vratsa and Pleven,
Kozloduy Municipality, Igor Kurchatov
Vocational High School of Nuclear Energy town of Kozloduy, Marie Curie Vocational
High School of Nuclear Energy - town of
Belene, Vocational High School of
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering town of Pleven, the Technical universities of
Sofia, Gabrovo and Ruse, the College of
Energy and Electronics, the Electromobiles Industrial Cluster, Kozloduy NPP - New Build
EAD, Bulgarian Nuclear Society, Nuclear Regulatory Agency.
All attendees gathered around the perception that providing the industry with the needed
staff is of priority importance. The main initiatives, targeted mainly at the young people,
were highlighted, namely: providing scholarships for achieved high grades in certain
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specialities, carrying out paid summer internships, signing employment contracts after
graduation, providing homes to young specialists and their families in the town of
Kozloduy. Actions cannot be postponed in time because it is expected to have more than
780 employees of the nuclear power plant retired over the next 5 years.The focus was laid
on encouraging students' interest in technical sciences (STEM – Science – Technology –
Engineering – Mathematics).

Power Engineers' Day 2019 – Awards for WiNners
Every year, on the third Saturday of June, in the town of Kozloduy - the nuclear capital of
Bulgaria, the Power Engineers' Day is officially celebrated. This year the day was 22 June
- Saturday. Splendid, sunny weather, exuberant participants, in high spirits, and prizes
won after a challenging voting on Kozloduy NPP intranet orchestrated the setting of this
year’s festive celebration. Generations of power engineers met to preserve and strengthen
the continuity in this fundamental profession - power engineer.
Mr. Nasko Mihov, the NPP CEO,
conferred prizes and certificates of
commendation
to
prominent
professionals, who merited the Best
Performance
award
in
various
professional fields. Three members of
WiN-Bulgaria, were among the prize
winners.
The Honoured Power Engineer of the
Year prize, for an overall contribution to nuclear energy, was awarded to the honorary
chair of WiN-Bulgaria, Katya Minkova.
Rozina Rusinova was awarded with a certificate of commendation and a Woman Power
2019 statuette, for her sustainable contribution to the activity and development of WiNBulgaria.
Nadezhda Randelova was awarded a Woman-Professional prize for her work with young
people in the realm of science.
The address from the Women in Nuclear Industry - Bulgaria Association to the power
engineers states: "The experience and knowledge that have been accumulating every year
of the operation of Kozloduy NPP facilities are a true national wealth and strong grounds
for the country to pursue in developing its nuclear industry - proven to be the most-efficient
world technology for clean energy."
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Summer Activities with Children
For yet another year, from 15 to 19 July, in the pretty village of Gorno Peshtene, near
Vratsa, a course in the applied art of découpage was organised for the children who came
to spend some time with their grandma and grandpa during the summer holiday.
The course was organised by the Community Cultural Centre in the village, with the active
involvement of its secretary, Mr. Rumen Hristov, and the mayor - Ms. Maya Tsenova. The
classes were delivered by Rositsa Minakova, member of WiN Kozloduy section. This year
the participants, at the age of 5 to 15 years, were 17, and they were very keen and
assiduous to work out beautiful souvenirs - decoupage wall panels, decorated bottles,
vases, and small plates for their parents and grandparents. The course wound up with an
exhibition where the children presented their art works to the public and were awarded
certificates of participation, and prizes and goodies, of course.
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WiN France
New Partnerships Signed
At the end of March, two partnerships were signed with both principal companies
from AREVA’s woman’s network:
- WE of ORANO’s network, strong of 400 members, represented by Joelle
Bertani. ORANO has been Fem’Energia’s sponsor for several years.
- Fraternelle of Framatome’s network, recently created, with 250 members,
represented by Karine Perrier.
Those partnerships strengthen the common actions in progress in our regions
especially Normandie, Languedoc Roussillon-Vallée du Rhône and Rhône-AinLoire.

FEM’Energia 2019 – Awards Ceremony – 15th October 2019
Since 2009 FEM’Energia awards in partnership with EDF and WiN Europe aim to
recognize the exceptional contribution made by female students and professional women
to nuclear activities in France and Europe. The award ceremony is planned for 15th
October 4.30pm in Paris.
If you want to join us for this amazing ceremomy, email: femenergia@edf.fr
More information : www.win-france.org/events/prix-femenergia-2019/
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Gender Stereotypes: origins, impact and an effective lever in favor of
equality s part of a conference organized by WiN Rhône Ain Loire, Florence Françon, in
charge of Gender Studies and Promotion of Equality between Women and Men at the
Institut Gaston Berger at INSA Lyon, intervened on April 4, as part of the partnership
between WiN and INSA (National Institute of Applied Sciences – French Engineering
School).
With a Masters in Gender Studies, following a course in sociology, statistics and computer
science, Florence is responsible for implementing actions related to gender issues
(incentive, support, awareness) to students of education secondary school and
engineering students from INSA. Its mission within the Gaston Berger Institute thus allows
to drive and support all initiatives related to gender issues in the institution such as field
surveys to better understand the representations of students on the subject. Training and
trades, public awareness events and training modules for engineering students.
What is gender? Where do the inequalities between women and men come from? What
biases in the scientific and technical fields?
Florence knew to impassion the audience, composed of women and men, by defining the genre,
explaining the links between stereotypes and inequalities, and finally evoking the levers of
action for the equality.
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WiN France in Madrid
The WiN France delegation actively participated in the WiN Global Annual Meeting:
Board and Executive meetings of WiN Global and WiN Europe, animation of the
"Education & Training" session, poster competition and mentoring.
As far as Mentoring is concerned, it was in Bariloche in 2018 that the first session was
organized. Taking advantage of the presence of experienced women and student
women, at the beginning of their careers or wondering about their future, the Board of
WiN Global decided to continue this activity at the subsequent annual WiN
conferences.
For WiN France, Marie-Jo, Patricia, Elisabeth, Samara and Maria participated in the
preparatory meeting of volunteer mentors on June 18 and the face-to-face interviews
the next day, which were all the more interesting because the exchanges took place
between mentors and mentees of very diverse horizons.
The last technical session "Education & Training" was facilitated by Anne-Marie which
allowed them to explore some facets of this very important theme for our sector of
activity and to have trained and qualified staff to meet present and future needs is a
key issue. To deprive oneself of the talents of women is a nonsense. From the
presentations and exchanges, it appears that:






A long-term planning is needed,
The governments, universities and businesses must work closely together
International cooperation is essential in particular to allow students access to
experimental tools
Special attention must be paid to the training of young women and the
attractiveness of jobs
The need to create conditions for trained people to pursue their careers in the
nuclear sector

Members of WiN France at the Annual Conference in Madrid
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WiN Korea
Nuclear and Radiation Education Workshop

On June 11, 'Workshop on
Nuclear Power and Radiation
Education with Invited Teachers'
was held in the 'Mangpo Junior
High School' audiovisual room
to
discuss
nuclear
and
radiological education plans for
middle
and
high
school
students.
48 science teachers from
Gyeonggi province participated
in the seminar, and Bum-jin
Chung, Professor of Kyunghee university, gave a lecture on analyzing the problems and
correction on the basis of scientific facts about the denuclearization textbook in Jeonbuk
province. Professor Eun-ok Han, KANS professor, held a discussion about the educational
methods of students.
Sung-sook Lim, a Mungpo Junior High School teacher, and WiN Korea Chairman Youngmi Nam, Bum-jin Chung a professor of Kyunghee University said that nuclear and radiation
are not recognized as an area of science but also have a somewhat ideological
component. And that education should be done as a field of science in order to make the
right judgment from an objective point of view. Through the question and answer session
with the attendant teachers, it was a meaningful time to exchange opinions on
misunderstandings related to the Fukushima nuclear accident and to think about nuclear
and radiation education again.
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WiN Korea-WiN ~ WiN Czech Republic MOU Convention and Joint
Seminar
On June 21, the Czech National Radiation Protection Research Institute signed a
memorandum of understanding for cooperation with WiN Czech Republic.
The agreement was signed with the participation of both organizations including WiN
Korea President Nam Young Mi and WiN Czech Republic President Larisa Dubska. The
agreement was concluded with the common goal of working together for the peaceful use
and prosperity of nuclear energy, and continued cooperation to promote regular
technology and human resource exchanges, information exchange meetings, holding
workshops, expert training in the nuclear industry, and regular friendly exchange activities.
The WiN Korea-WiN Czech Republic joint seminar held after the MOU was held with 11
representatives of women including experts from each country. Through seminars, we
introduced the outreach activities of the two countries, shared national information,
analyzed the human credibility of domestic nuclear power plants, introduced the status of
Korean nuclear power plants, and visited the Czech National Radiation Protection
Research Institute.

Chairman Nam Young-mi (left) with Larisa Dubska

Agreement group photo
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Joint seminar

Living Radiation Safety Instructor Training
On 13-14 July a lecture on “Training for the
Living Radiation Safety Instructor” was held
at Seoul Womens’ Plaza for 1 night and 2
days. The lecture was conducted for 32
members of the National Association for the
Safety of Living Citizens’ Alliance for the
Safe Living Practice in order to educate
professional lecturers who can convey
information about living radiation more easily
and interestingly to the general public.
On the first day, the speaker Professor Eun-ok Han, of the Korea Nuclear Safety Academy
(KANS) and Professor Yong-hoon Jung of the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology (KAIST), gave a lecture on understanding the basics of living radiation,
experience of radiation measurement, misunderstandings and truthful discussions about
radiation.
On the following day, Professor Bum-jin Chung of Kyung Hee University, gave a lecture on
the correction of the problem in the denuclearization teaching materials of Jeonbuk
province and theoretical examination and practical evaluation were operated to evaluate
the lecturer’s ability.
Participants in the course had difficulty in understanding the specialized terms and units,
but the enthusiasm of learning and the ability to acquire advanced skills were enough to
complete the course. The Operations Director said it will encourage the establishment of
continuous education infrastructure such as building
e-learning contents.
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WiN Russia
International Events and Promotion of WiN Global Marathon
One of the key international events was the 27th WiN Global Annual Conference, which
was held in Madrid in June. WiN Russia took part in this great gathering of nuclear women,
where its President Alyona Yakovleva presented the national Chapter's numerous
professional and public activities. In total, there were over 25 different socially-oriented
held in different cities of Russia.
One of the highlights of the conference was the introduction to WiN Global's President
Gabi Voigt of the popular public running marathon, which was first held in Moscow in April.
The goal of this event is to promote good health, clean environment, including climate
change issues, women's scientific potential as well as important benefits of peaceful
nuclear technologies for the betterment of humanity. The WiN Global Annual Conference
will be held in Russia in 2023.

On the 24-28th of June in Vienna under the premises of United Nations the 7th
International Scientific and Technical conference of Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
Organisation was held. With the participation of WiN Russia's President Alyona Yakovleva
a special evening panel session "Women in Science" was organised. The conference was
the biggest since its creation over 20 years ago, and gathered over 1,000 participants from
almost 100 countries. The aim of the event is the development of the international
verification regime with modern innovative technologies, as well as strengthening of
synergy between science, technology and political institutions.
In her speech Alyona presented the key statistics on women working in Russia's nuclear
industry, showed the existing opportunities for supporting women's education and
professional development, as well as suggesting measures to improve gender balance
and harmony. "The main opportunity for women in science, which has become available
thanks to modern information culture, lies today in communications – lively, emotional,
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touching, making us think and change ourselves and
society for the better" – she noted during the opening
speech.
On the 27th of June in Obninsk WiN Russia held the
international round table "Education in changing
technological world: role and opportunities of womenspecialists" as part of the 65th anniversary celebrations
for the first commercial nuclear power plant. The
participants
discussed actual issues of critical
knowledge transfer to the next young generation, including in the fields of nuclear
medicine, radiation technology and digital transformation. Unique experience in these
spheres was presented by a number of respected foreign guests.
Daniela Lulache, Director for Policy and Coordination at OECD/NEA, made an interesting
presentation titled "Formation of future generation of women-leaders: commitment of NEA
to gender balance", in which she discussed the experience in creating gender equality and
education for young women. The leading global experience in educating the foremost
industry specialists was presented by Alina Constantin, Consultant at World Nuclear U

niversity. In her speech
Alina
discussed
the
Summer WNU programme,
tailored to the modern and
future needs of the young
generation in the nuclear
industry.
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Mark your Calendars
World Nuclear Association
World Nuclear Spotlight Kazakhstan| 15-16 October 2019, Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan | Registration open

World Nuclear University
School on Radiation Technologies 14-25 October 2019, Obninsk, Russia | Applications open

WiN Global
2020 Annual Conference 4-8 October 2019, Niagara Fall, Canada – registration opens October 2019

Women In Nuclear Global
c/o World Nuclear Association
Tower House
10 Southampton Street
London WC2E 7HA
winadmin@world-nuclear.org
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